The optical power confinement factor ⌫ is evaluated for TE, TM, and hybrid modes in a Bragg fiber. Results are also formulated for ⌫ QWS , the optical power confinement factor under the quarter-wave stack (QWS) condition. The ⌫ QWS nearly agrees with a maximum optical power confinement factor when fiber parameters are varied. For a sufficiently large core radius, expressions of ⌫ QWS have simplified forms and are represented in terms of the normalized core radius and fiber refractive indices. The ⌫ QWS is inversely proportional to the third power of the normalized core radius and to the normalized core radius, respectively, for the TE mode and for the TM and hybrid modes. The TE 01 mode exhibits the highest optical power confinement factor among all the modes, as in the case of the circular metallic waveguide. The optimum value of the cladding lower index, for which the ⌫ QWS is maximized, is explicitly represented as a function of indices of the core and cladding higher-index layer.
INTRODUCTION
In a hollow core fiber the optical wave is efficiently confined to the core and thus can be carried with very low loss. The hollow core fiber is fabricated for use in the infrared region, 1 and it can be used for optical power transmission and optical fiber communication. Loss, dispersion, and optical nonlinearity characteristics relate to the optical power confinement as well as to the material.
The hollow core fiber needs an appropriate cladding structure that can confine the optical wave to the core. This may be realized by using the photonic bandgap introduced by the presence of periodicity in the cladding. Such a fiber is called a photonic bandgap fiber. The periodicity is introduced in two ways: The first way is to use an air-filling cladding that has been realized by a hexagonal array of air holes in fused silica. 2 The second way is to use a Bragg fiber 3 or an omniguide fiber 4 that has a cylindrical symmetry with alternately high-and low-index layers.
If the number of air holes or the periodic cladding thickness of the photonic crystal fiber is finite, as is usual, the fiber has a complex propagation constant. This results in a leaky mode whose imaginary part causes confinement loss. 5 The confinement loss has been investigated extensively. However, even if the cladding extends infinitely, the photonic crystal fiber may give rise to excess loss owing to insufficient optical confinement to the core. This may be caused by an inappropriate fiber design, especially by insufficient index contrast in the cladding. The optical power confinement has been calculated for several modes in the omniguide fiber. 6 It is important for fiber designers to relate the optical power confinement to fiber parameters in detail.
The Bragg fiber has been treated by various analytical methods. [7] [8] [9] [10] In particular, the asymptotic expansion method, which employs an asymptotic expansion for the Hankel function to express the cladding field, obtains good result with moderate manipulation. 7, 11 This method is extended here to evaluate the optical power confinement for the TE, TM, and hybrid modes in the Bragg fiber. The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the electromagnetic fields based on the asymptotic expansion method, and Section 3 explains the optical power flowing through the core and cladding layers. Section 4 shows how the expressions for the optical power are simplified under the quarter-wave stack (QWS) condition. The optical power confinement factor is described in Section 5, and it is considered in detail for specific cases in Section 6. The optimum value for the cladding lower index is treated in Section 7. Numerical results on the optical power confinement factor are offered in a companion paper. 12 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS OF HYBRID MODES
The Bragg fiber has a cylindrically symmetric microstructure in which the hollow core is surrounded by a multilayered cladding (see Fig. 1 ). The cladding consists of an alternating dielectric medium having high and low refractive indices. A cylindrical coordinate system ͑r , , z͒ is used, with z being the propagation direction of light. The core radius is r c , and its refractive index is n c . The highindex cladding layer has index n a and thickness a, while the low-index one has index n b and thickness b ͑n a Ͼ n b Ͼ n c ͒. The cladding period is ⌳ = a + b. In the present paper, exact field expressions are used for the core field, whereas the asymptotic expansion is used for the cladding fields.
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Assume that electromagnetic field components have a spatiotemporal factor of exp͓i͑t − ␤z͔͒, with and ␤ being the angular frequency and propagation constant, re-spectively. We represent the electromagnetic fields of hybrid modes needed for calculating the Poynting vector in the core as
where
are the lateral propagation constants in a medium possessing the index n i and k 0 is the wavenumber in vacuum. The longitudinal E z and H z components are shown to express the definition of amplitude coefficients A c and C c in the core. The expression Y i = n i ͑⑀ 0 / 0 ͒ 1/2 denotes the characteristic admittance in the medium with refractive index n i , where ⑀ 0 denotes the dielectric permittivity of vacuum and 0 denotes the magnetic permeability of vacuum. Note that J is the Bessel function of order , and the prime indicates differentiation with respect to its argument. Here, corresponds to the azimuthal mode number, and in indicates the initial phase. We use =0, in =2, and C c = 0 for the TE mode and use =0, in = 0, and A c = 0 for the TM mode. We always have Ն 1 and generally have A c C c 0 for the HE and EH modes.
When the fiber has a relatively large core radius r c , we can use the asymptotic expansion for the Hankel function at large arguments 13 to express the cladding fields. Then fields in the mth cladding layer a are approximately expressed by
where K j S indicates the Bloch wavenumber common over the entire cladding region and the superscript S applies to TE or TM. 
and Y b , respectively, in Eqs. (3a)-(3d). Amplitude coeffi- 11 Two eigenvalue equations have been presented in the literature.
OPTICAL POWER FLOW
The Bragg fiber consists of the hollow core and the alternately high-and low-index cladding. The optical power flowing in each area is evaluated by calculating the Poynting vector. The Poynting vector of the optical wave propagating along the z axis is calculated by
A. Optical Power Confined to the Core One can evaluate the optical power flowing through the core by substituting Eqs. (1a)-(1d) into Eq. (4). This procedure leads to the optical power for the hybrid modes (see Appendix A):
͑5͒
Here, s ,D counts for the angular dependence of electromagnetic fields and is given by 
B. Optical Power Flowing through the Cladding
The optical power transmitting through the mth cladding layer a is calculated to be
by insertion of Eqs. (3a)-(3d) into Eq. (4). Integrals ͐͑1/ i r͒ q exp͑±2i i r͒dr͒ with q =1,2 in Eq. (7) cannot be represented by elementary functions. The relation i r 1 always holds under the asymptotic expansion method. A change in the amplitude term has little influence on the integral value compared with the phase term.
Hence, even if an absolute coordinate r is replaced by a constant value in the amplitude term, this process produces little error as long as is not so large. We use a relative coordinate r a,m to integrate terms in Eq. (7). It follows that
with r mB Ј ϵ r c + ͑m −1͒⌳. For TE and TM modes with =0, the above approximation produces no additional error because / i r accompanied by this process always disappears. The exponential terms in Eq. (8) can be expressed by
, with the superscript and subscript S being TE or TM and X S indicating a parameter relating to amplitude coefficients in the cladding layer. 11 Values of r mB Ј vary with m. However, since cladding fields decay sufficiently and r c is assumed to be sufficiently large, it is possible for r mB Ј to assume a constant, say r c . Then one can evaluate the optical power P a within the entire cladding layer a by using a geometrical series with a common ratio of R TE 2 , R TM 2 or R TE R TM . This results in the following optical power transmitting through the entire cladding layer a for the hybrid modes:
͑9͒
The former parts of the first and second terms in Eq. (9) correspond to the optical power for the TE and TM modes, respectively. Terms relating to correspond to those newly added in the hybrid modes. The optical power P b flowing through the entire cladding layer b is obtained by an expression in which a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , d 1 , a , n a , a , and Y a are replaced with
, and Y b , respectively, in Eq. (9). The optical powers P c , P a , and P b of the hybrid modes for general cases can be calculated by using Eqs. (5) and (9) and its corresponding expressions for the cladding layer b, respectively, after solving the eigenvalue equations, evaluating the amplitude coefficients, and inserting suitable parameters into the equations.
The Bragg fiber has a cutoff at Re͑X TE ͒ = ±1. 11 The TM mode is cut off more easily than the TE mode. The cutoff of the hybrid modes is determined by that of the TM mode within the present approximation. Equation (9) indicates that P a or P b diverges as an operation point approaches the cutoff.
OPTICAL POWER FLOW UNDER THE QUARTER-WAVE STACK CONDITION
We need the QWS condition, a a = b b = / 2, in the periodic cladding so that the optical wave is efficiently confined to the core owing to Bragg diffraction. Then many parameters given in the preceding sections are greatly simplified. It is significant that the eigenvalue equations for the TE, TM, arid hybrid modes are represented by simple equations, including only the core information 11 :
with
for HE mode
Here, j , and j , Ј indicate the th zeros of J and J Ј, respectively. The amplitude coefficients for the cladding reduce to particular forms under the QWS condition, as shown in Appendix B. As a result, expressions for the optical power are similarly simplified.
A. TE Mode
For the TE 0 mode, we have C c =0, = 0, and s 0,E = 1. The optical power transmitted through the core is expressed as
by inserting Eq. (10b) into Eq. (5). Combining Eqs. (B1) and (9) yields the optical power flowing in the entire cladding layer a as
Insertion of Eq. (B2) into Eq. (9) and replacement with appropriate parameters leads to the optical power flow in the entire cladding layer b as
B. TM Mode
For the TM 0 mode, we get A c =0, = 0, and s 0,M = −1. The optical power propagating through the core is given by
with the help of Eq. (10b). By combining Eq. (B3) with Eq. (9), one obtains the optical power flow in the entire cladding layer a as
The optical power in the cladding layer b is expressed by
by using Eq. (B4).
C. HE Mode
For the HE mode, we get C c = 0 because the HE mode is degenerate with the TE mode, namely, E z = 0, under the QWS condition. 11 The optical power flowing through the core is calculated to be
by making use of Eqs. (5) and (10b) and the recurrence relations of the Bessel functions. Equations (11a) and (13a) differ by a factor of 2 owing to the angular dependence of electromagnetic fields. Discrepancy in the optical confinement between TE and HE modes is caused by the factor ͓1−͑ / c r c ͒ 2 ͔. Inserting Eqs. (B5) and (B6) into Eq. (9), we obtain the optical power flow in the entire cladding layer a as
Using Eqs. (B7) and (B8), we can write the optical power flow in the entire cladding layer b as
If we set = 0 in Eqs. (13a)-(13c), the optical powers P c , P a , and P b for the HE mode are formally identical with those for the TE mode except for the factor of 2. The factor reflects the difference in the angular dependence of electromagnetic fields.
D. EH Mode
by substituting Eq. (10b) into Eq. (5).
The insertion of Eq. (B9) into Eq. (9) leads to the optical power propagating through the entire cladding layer a as
Using Eq. (B10) produces the optical power transmitted through the entire cladding layer b as
. ͑14c͒
If we set = 0 in Eqs. (14a)-(14c), the optical powers P c , P a , and P b for the EH mode are formally the same as those for the TM mode except for the factor of 2.
OPTICAL POWER CONFINEMENT FACTORS UNDER THE QUARTER-WAVE STACK CONDITION
The Bragg fiber usually consists of a hollow core. It is important that the optical power be confined to the core as much as possible so as to bring out the merit of the Bragg fiber. The fraction of power ⌫ i flowing in a particular region i is defined by
The fraction of power flowing in the core is called the optical power confinement factor ⌫. It will be used instead of ⌫ c by abbreviating the subscript c hereafter. Therefore, an expression ͑1−⌫͒ represents a fractional power confined in the cladding. The optical confinement factor can be calculated by using results derived in the above sections. The QWS condition is one in which the optical power is efficiently reflected back to the core owing to the Bragg diffraction in the cladding, yielding a strong confinement to the core. The QWS condition enables us to give a much simplified expression that is helpful for appropriately designing the Bragg fiber. The optical power confinement factor under the QWS condition will be referred to as ⌫ QWS .
Under the QWS condition, the optical confinement factor for the TE 0 mode can be obtained as follows:
by substituting Eqs. (11a)-(11c) into Eq. (15). Much information can be drawn from Eq. (16). Note that ⌫ QWS TE tends toward zero as ͑n a − n b ͒ approaches zero. It is natural that the TE mode be cut off when n a = n b . 11 Keeping the optical confinement factor ⌫ QWS as high as possible can be achieved by having (1) a high index contrast between the cladding indices (2) a small cladding period ratio ⌳ / r c , and (3) a large core ratio r c / 0 . It should be noted that the QWS condition must always hold in all three cases.
For the TM 0 mode, we get the following expression for the optical confinement factor:
͑17͒
with the aid of Eqs. (12a)-(12c). For the TM mode, ⌫ QWS TM tends toward zero with ͑n a 2 a − n b 2 b͒ approaching zero, where the TM and hybrid modes are cut off under the QWS condition. 11 The optical confinement factor for the HE mode is represented by
͑18͒
with the help of Eqs. (13a)-(13c . This is because the cutoff of the hybrid modes agrees with that of the TM mode under the present asymptotic expansion method and because the HE mode exhibits nearly the same property as that of the TE mode under the QWS condition.
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The optical confinement factor for the EH mode is obtained as
by using Eqs. 17)]. This is due to the fact that the EH mode is degenerate into the TM mode under the QWS condition.
The optical power confinement factor ⌫ QWS under the QWS condition can be expressed as a function of r c / 0 if all refractive indices n a , n b , and n c are fixed.
EXPRESSIONS OF ⌫ QWS AND THEIR PROPERTIES FOR SPECIFIC CASES
It is usually desirable for optical power confinement factors to be as high as possible. It will be shown in this section that expressions for the ⌫ QWS are moreover simplified and are represented as a function of the refractive indices and r c / 0 . Before doing so, we turn our attention to fiber structural parameters, especially cladding thicknesses.
A. Relation among Fiber Structural Parameters under the Quarter-Wave Stack Condition
Under the QWS condition, fiber structural parameters must satisfy a a = b b = / 2 and Eq. (10a) simultaneously. By removing ␤ from these relations, we can represent the cladding thickness a as a function of the core radius r c :
.
͑21͒
When r c / 0 is sufficiently larger than unity, the cladding thickness a is approximated by When r c / 0 is sufficiently larger than unity in Eq. (10a), ␤ / k 0 must approach the core index n c to keep U QWS constant. Namely, a sufficiently large r c / 0 is equivalent to the approximation ␤ / k 0 Х n c .
Refractive indices must satisfy the condition n a Ͼ n b Ͼ ͱ 2n c so that the TM and hybrid modes do not have the upper cutoff in the Bragg fiber. 11 Application of this condition to Eq. (22) and a related expression for b produces
This implies that cladding thicknesses a and b should be chosen so as to be less than the quarter wavelength under the QWS condition. On the other hand, a combination of Eq. (22) and the condition n a Ͼ n b Ͼ n c for the TE mode yields only the restriction a Ͻ b.
B. Optical Power Confinement Factor and Its Properties for Specific Cases
We will investigate here the performance of optical power confinement factors ⌫ QWS in the limit of near unity. In the expression ⌫ QWS TE for the TE 0 mode in Eq. (16), the second term is sufficiently smaller than the first term in its denominator. Then we have the following approximate expression:
Moreover, when r c / 0 is sufficiently larger than unity, we can write
with the help of Eq. (22) and a related expression for b. Equation (25) for the TE mode has the following meanings:
1. The optical power confinement factor for the TE mode is formulated in terms of the fiber structural parameters and the operation wavelength.
2. It is better to use a small value of j 1, to keep ⌫ QWS high. Hence, the TE 01 mode exhibits the highest value of ⌫ QWS among the TE mode group.
3. This equation is always valid if refractive indices satisfy only the natural relation n a Ͼ n b Ͼ n c . 4 . A large value of ͑n a 2 − n b 2 ͒ is evidently good for keeping ⌫ QWS high. However, this requires further consideration because both ͑n a 2 − n c 2 ͒ and ͑n b 2 − n c 2 ͒ are included in its denominator and three refractive indices are related to each other under the QWS condition.
5. The ͑1-⌫ QWS ͒ is proportional to the third power of the 0 / r c . It corresponds to the scaling law that ⌫ QWS depends only on the ratio 0 / r c . The inverse third-power dependence on the core radius has been shown for the TE 01 mode characteristics near the light line. 6 For the TE 0 mode with ⌫ QWS nearly at unity, Eq. (17) leads to
in a way similar to that of the TE mode. In this case cladding thicknesses a and b must satisfy Eq. (21) and its relating condition for b. For a sufficiently large r c / 0 , insertion of Eq. (22) into Eq. (26) gives
We require that ͕1−͓͑n c / n a ͒ 2 + ͑n c / n b ͒ 2 ͔͖ Ͼ 0 in Eq. (28) because F nϱ must be positive and n a Ͼ n b Ͼ n c . If n a is reduced to as small a value as possible, then n a approaches n b . Hence, the requirement imposes a restriction of refractive indices, n a Ͼ n b Ͼ ͱ 2n c . This restriction is identical with a condition in which the TM and hybrid modes are guided without the upper cutoff under the QWS conditional.
11 Equation (27) indicates that the optical power confinement factor for the TM mode is independent of the radial mode number in the case of a sufficiently large r c / 0 . In addition, the ⌫ QWS TM is reduced in proportion to 0 / r c . This dependence has a marked contrast to that of the TE mode described above. The proportional factor F nϱ depends only on the refractive indices of the core and cladding. When the ⌫ QWS TM is drawn as a function of r c / 0 , the curve is shown by a hyperbola for large r c .
The optical power confinement factor ⌫ QWS HE for the HE mode will be considered next. When ⌫ QWS HE is close to unity, Eq. (18) becomes
The order of some parameters in Eq. (29) 
͑31͒
We can deduce several properties from Eq. (30). The refractive index dependence of the ⌫ QWS is the same as that for the TM mode. The difference between these modes is reflected by the mode dependence F . We can express it by the hyperbola F =1/͑x −1͒ with x ϵ͑j , Ј / ͒ HE is proportional to 0 / r c when r c / 0 is sufficiently large. However, the dependence on the core radius changes gradually from small to large values of r c . The proportional coefficient depends only on the refractive indices of the core and cladding.
For the EH mode with near unity of ⌫ QWS , Eq. (20) becomes
ͬͮ .
͑32͒
For a sufficiently large r c / 0 , the quantities in braces can be approximated by unity. An expression obtained after the above procedure is the same as that in Eq. (27).
Hence, values of ⌫ QWS EH are identical with those of the TM mode with the same fiber parameters.
Characteristics of ⌫ QWS for sufficiently large r c / 0 are summarized as follows: Dependence on the normalized core radius and refractive indices allows us to classify the four modes into two mode groups, one for the TE mode and another for the remaining three modes. This mode classification is identical with that based on the mode cutoff. 11 The mode dependence terms of ⌫ QWS are included in the TE and HE modes. Figure 2 shows a logarithmic plot of ͑1−⌫ QWS ͒ versus the normalized core radius r c / 0 for several modes. These curves are calculated by using Eqs. (16)- (18) and (20). Cladding layer thicknesses a and b are determined such that they satisfy the QWS condition at prescribed fiber parameters n a = 2.5, n b = 1.5, and n c = 1.0. This graph indicates that, among the modes shown, the TE 01 mode can best confine an optical wave to the core. For sufficiently large r c / 0 , the TE 01 mode exhibits third-power dependence on r c / 0 , whereas the other modes exhibit a linear dependence on r c / 0 . The third-power dependence of the TE 0 modes has been numerically pointed out for particular cases, 6, 8, 14 and the linear dependence of other modes has also been shown. 8 The present paper shows these dependences explicitly in terms of fiber structural parameters.
C. Comparison of Optical Power Confinement Factors
We can see from Under the QWS condition only the TE and TM modes exist in the Bragg fiber because the HE and EH modes reduce to the TE and TM modes, respectively, under this condition.
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. Their mode properties resemble those in the high-frequency region of the circular metallic waveguide. These same properties enable the TE 01 mode to be the highest confinement mode.
OPTIMUM INDEX CONDITION FOR OPTICAL POWER CONFINEMENT FACTOR UNDER THE QWS CONDITION
The optical power confinement factor ⌫ QWS is dependent on refractive indices of the core and cladding layers. What value of the cladding lower-index n b is optimum for fixed indices of n a and n c ?
In the case of the TE mode, the ⌫ QWS TE is shown in Eq. This means that the square of the optimum index n b,opt TE is obtained from an internally dividing point of n a 2 and n c 2 by a ratio of 3:1. The n b,opt TE approaches n c as n a moves to n c . When the cladding lower-index n b is fixed at n b,opt TE , the optimum optical power confinement factor of the TE 0 mode is obtainable as
by substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (25). We see from Eq. (34) that the refractive index dependence of the optimum 
The optimum index n b,opt is shown in Fig. 3 for the TE, TM, and hybrid modes as a function of the cladding higher-index n a . We get n b,opt TE = 1.521 at n a = 2.5 and n b,opt TE = 2.411 at n a = 4.5. The value of n b,opt TE approaches n c as n a is reduced to n c . The n b,opt of the TM and hybrid modes is larger than the n b,opt TE by 0.21-0.23 for a fixed n a value ranging from 2.0 to 4.5. We have the exact n b,opt = 1.752 at n a = 2.5 and n b,opt = 2.623 at n a = 4.5. For n a = 1.4145 one obtains n b,opt = 1.4142, where the ⌫ QWS is reduced to zero. This lower limit for cladding indices corresponds to the statement, described in Eq. (28), that the TM and hybrid modes are no longer guided below n a / n c = ͱ 2 under the QWS condition. We have good agreement between exact and approximate n b,opt values in the TM and hybrid modes above n a = 2.0. Then we can use the approximate expression given in Eq. (35) with good accuracy. Relative errors are obtained to be 2.3% at n a = 2.0 and 0.42% at n a = 4.5 in the TM and hybrid modes.
SUMMARY
We evaluated the optical power flow of the TE, TM, and hybrid modes in a Bragg fiber by extending the asymptotic expansion method. The optical power flow was explicitly represented in terms of several fiber parameters under the QWS condition. The optical power confinement factor ⌫ QWS under the QWS condition was also formulated in the form of fiber parameters. Expressions for the ⌫ QWS have a clear physical meaning in that the value of ⌫ QWS approaches zero at the mode cutoff.
From the ⌫ QWS dependence on the normalized core radius and refractive indices for sufficiently large r c / 0 , we can classify the four modes into two mode groups: the TE mode and the remaining three modes. This classification is identical with that based on the mode cutoff.
The optical power confinement factor ⌫ QWS was also shown for a sufficiently large normalized core radius. As for the ⌫ QWS versus the normalized core radius, the TE mode shows third-power dependence, whereas the TM and hybrid modes show linear dependence. The TE 01 mode exhibits the highest optical confinement factor among all the modes over most of the r c / 0 range. This corresponds to the fact that the TE 01 mode is the highest confinement mode in the high-frequency region of the circular metallic waveguide.
The optimum cladding lower-index n b,opt , for which the ⌫ QWS is maximized, was represented as a function of the indices of the core and cladding higher-index layer. The lower limit of n b,opt for the TM and hybrid modes is nearly ͱ 2n c where these modes are no longer guided owing to the cutoff. On the other hand, the TE mode is always guided when n a Ͼ n b Ͼ n c .
The first term of this equation can be calculated by using Eq. (A2). The third term is easily integrated by using a typical integration formula. The second term can be integrated with the help of a formula 
